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Tango always finds its target. A powerful, yet petite 
intimate massager, Tango by We-Vibe™ is designed 
for precise external stimulation. The narrow edges 
provide pinpoint stimulation right where you want 
it while the flat area soothes and stimulates with all-
over massage. Use Tango by We-Vibe alone or share 
the vibe with a partner. 

Passionate playtime, pretty much anytime. Foreplay 
equals fun play. Be creative. Tango by We-Vibe is 
100% waterproof and vibes for up to 2 hours on a 
single charge. With 1-button pleasure control and  
8 vibration modes to choose from, variety will become 
the new spice in your love life. Tango by We-Vibe 
recharges in just 90 minutes so it’s ready to play 
when you are. The low-power alert indicator lets  
you know when it’s time to power up.  

Petite, discreet, body-safe. The compact size and 
convenient carry bag make Tango by We-Vibe perfect 
to take anywhere. And it’s made with completely 
body-safe plastic for worry-free fun.

New features

Low-power alert
USB rechargeable  
Improved charging cap
Premium packaging
Two new colours  

Vibration modes

Low High

Medium Ultra

Tease  Pulse 

Wave  Cha-cha 

Tango by We-Vibe™ 
The most powerful mini-vibe

solo : pleasure for you
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Precise,  
powerful 
vibrations

USB rechargeable

About the We-Vibe® Brand
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Feature summary

• Powerful, quiet vibrations
• 100% waterproof
• 90-minute recharge
• 8 vibration modes
• Low-power alert indicator
• 1-button pleasure control
• Eco-friendly1 and body-safe2 
• Up to 2 hours of play on a single charge
• 1-year warranty 
• Easy soap-and-water clean-up
• Use only with water-based lubricants —  

see we-vibe.com/lubes
• External use only

1	 Carbon-neutral	manufacturing,	a	rechargeable	battery	and	
recyclable	packaging	and	materials	make	Tango	by	We-Vibe	an		
eco-friendly	choice.

2	 Made	with	body-safe,	non-porous	polycarbonate	ABS	thermoplastic	
(often	used	in	medical	applications)	—	free	from	phthalates,	latex	
and	BPA.		

Tango by We-Vibe™ 
Take powerful 
pleasure anywhere

solo : pleasure for you
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT

1-855-258-6678 (U.S. & Canada)
+1-613-828-6678 (direct)
we-vibe.com

We’re shaping an industry

We-Vibe designs and manufactures 

world-leading couples and solo vibrators. 

Our world-class engineers and industrial 

designers work closely with sexual wellness 

experts, doctors and consumers to design 

and develop intimate products that 

work in sync with the human body. And 

we use state-of-the-art techniques and 

tools to make sure our products set new 

industry standards for ergonomic design 

and high performance while remaining 

eco-friendly and body-safe. We-Vibe is 

from Standard Innovation®, a Canadian 

company dedicated to shaping the future 

of sexual health and wellness.

We are committed to delivering on our 

promise of customer satisfaction. 


